Car phone holder MCH5
TLL171241
User guide

Thank you for choosing Tellur!
To ensure an optimum performance and safety, please, read
this user manual carefully before using the product. Keep this
user manual safe for future references.
Product description
The car holder for the phone is stable and firm, made of ABS
material with a modern look, resistant to fall and anti-slip.
It ensures a strong grip of the phone, its advantage being the
possibility of adapting to most smartphones, from 3.5 to
6.5-inch and can be easily mounted on the windshield of the
car.
Thanks to its design, the MCH5 car phone holder allows you to
easily place and remove the phone in just a few seconds
whenever you need it, using one hand.
Specially designed to provide easy access to the charging port
of your smartphone, you can recharge your phone while
driving.
In addition, the mount is adjustable, offering the option to
rotate it 360° to get the best viewing angle.
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Technical characteristics
Product type: Car phone holder
Mounting type: Suction Cup
Functions: Adjustable
Material: plastic ABS
Color: Black
Rotation: 360°
Product size: 110*100*340mm
Package size: 116*110*80mm
Supported device size: 3.5 - 6.5 inches
Product weight: 379 g
Package contain: 1x Car Support for MCH5 phone, 1x User
Manual
Assembly instructions
1. Start by connecting parts A and B.
2. Unscrew the nut B, place it on the ball of the fixing
support with the suction cup, and screw a little, to achieve
the grip.
3. The next step, connecting part C to the new body
consisting of A and B. Put pressure until you can hear the
"click" sound of the union, to insert the head with the ball
into the B nut on the back of the phone holder.
4. Turn the nut B and screw tightly, for locking.
Installation instructions
- Clean the surface of the windshield (on which you want to
install the stand) from dust, dirt, and debris.
- Open the valve of the suction cup, break the protective
film, place, and press the phone holder.
- Push the lever down to secure the device.
- Open the clips and place the phone in the holder
- Adjust the viewing angle as you wish and tighten the clips
according to the dimensions of the device
Features:
• Powerful fastening system, with suction cup, on the
windshield of the car
• Easy phone fixation and release
• Resistant to shocks and vibrations in uneven and off-road
conditions

• High durability
• Powerful grip of the phone
• Easy to use
• Instant mounting
• Adapted to various phone models
• Adjusting the angle of inclination

Disposal and recycling information
The crossed-out wheeled-bin symbol on your product,
battery, literature, or packaging reminds you that all
electronic products and batteries must be taken to
separate waste collection points at the end of their working
lives; they must not be disposed of in the normal waste
stream with household garbage.
It is the responsibility of the user to dispose of the
equipment using a designated collection point or service
for separate recycling of waste electrical and electronic
equipment (WEEE) and batteries according to local laws.
Proper collection and recycling of your equipment helps
ensure EEE waste is recycled in a manner that conserves
valuable materials and protects human health and the
environment, improper handling, accidental breakage,
damage, and/or improper recycling at the end of its life
may be harmful for health and environment.

